
Rhizomatic Literary Communities: From the Local to the National 
 
Writers, editors, publishers, and podcasters from Santa Cruz, CA (The Hive Poetry Collective, 
Catamaran Literary Reader, Viz, Inter-Arts, Xinachtli Journal, Santa Cruz Writes) will discuss 
strategies to create a thriving trans-cultural and trans-genre community of local and national 
journals, readings, interviews, conferences, radio shows, and other outreach. We offer our 
experiences as a way to stimulate others eager to seed local projects that connect across stylistic 
and cultural differences. 
 
Our panel unites literary collectives of mixed media, modes, ages, and concepts, all fed by our 
city’s rich arts culture. We will offer best practices across organizations–including design, 
technology, funding, and outreach–to amplify the importance and success of a multiplicity of 
tactics in one literary ecosystem. We will examine how these networks cultivate local-national 
links and literary citizenship and invite attendees to contribute their strategies for creating 
sustainable networks.   
 

• Roxi Power (moderator) introduces panelists, and each project’s connection to 
the local scene. 

 
• Opening Remarks from Panelists  

Each panelist introduces themselves and the local organization(s) they founded (and/or 
that they are part of). In these remarks: Tell us a bit about your original organizational, 
literary, or editorial philosophy.  Comment on goals and structure:  what audiences you 
were trying to reach, or gaps in a literary-arts community you were trying to fill?   

 

• Moderator will ask each panelist to address the following questions (35 min): 

1. What strategies have you developed to meet your own goals, including the longevity or 
uniqueness of your enterprise in an area filled with literary orgs and people with ideas?  

 
2. Tell us a bit about what you see as special about the Santa Cruz literary community and 

how you are influenced by and contributing to it.  What strategies have you developed 
or are you developing for cross-pollination with other local organizations (specifically, 
any of the ones in this panel)? With a national community? What’s missing and how can 
this lack be addressed? 

 
3. Talk about your project in relation to the local gift economy: what you give and receive 

by giving; what your gift gives to sustain the literary-arts community; how you’ve been 
helped by this same economy, etc.? 
 

• Q&A with audience (15 min).  
 


